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Abstract.  Despite the increasingly good quality of Machine Translation (MT)
systems, MT outputs require corrections. Automatic Post-Editing (APE) models
have been introduced to perform these corrections without human intervention.
However, no system has been able to fully automate the Post-Editing (PE) pro-
cess. Moreover, while numerous translation tools, such as Translation Memor-
ies (TMs), largely benefit from translators’ input, Human-Computer Interaction
(HCI) remains limited when it comes to PE. This research-in-progress paper
discusses APE models and suggests that they could be improved in more inter-
active scenarios, as previously done in MT with the creation of Interactive MT
(IMT) systems. Based on the hypothesis that PE would benefit from HCI, two
methodologies are proposed. Both suggest that traditional batch learning set-
tings are not optimal for PE. Instead, online techniques are recommended to
train and update PE models on the fly, via either real or simulated interactions
with the translator.

Keywords: Automatic Post-Editing, Machine Translation, Human-Computer 
Interaction.

1 Introduction

The emergence of automatic translation dates back to 1949, when Warren Weaver, a
researcher at the Rockefeller Foundation, presented a set of proposals for MT solu-
tions which were based on information theory and successes in code breaking during
the Second World War. However,  MT research  faced  several  challenges over the
years, which led to what was almost a standstill in the field for many years to come.
In 1966, the Automatic Language Processing Advisory Committee (ALPAC) report
concluded that MT outputs were too disappointing to continue investigating such sys-
tems, especially since there were enough human translators to complete translation
projects [1]. This conclusion no longer stands. Translation plays a crucial role in com-
munication in today’s globalised world, and the number of texts requiring translation
continues to rise. With such high volumes and tight deadlines, translators now heavily
rely on technological assistance. Most projects are indeed undertaken in a Computer-
Assisted  Translation  (CAT)  environment,  in  which  professionals  use  TMs and/or
post-edit MT outputs. As the quality of MT outputs continues to increase, PE has be-
come a common step in translation workflows nowadays. Nevertheless, since transla-
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tions generated by MT systems need editing, methods have been proposed to auto-
mate this process using APE models.

2 Automatic Post-Editing

APE was first suggested by Knight and Chander [2] as a module complementing MT
systems. Allen and Hogan [3] also observed that recurring errors are often found in
MT outputs and introduced an APE module based on a controlled language to address
this issue. This module was trained using triplets (source, MT output, post-edited ver-
sion) to extract PE rules and apply these to unseen texts. This is still a typical ap-
proach for most APE models today, but more sophisticated methods have been sug-
gested to improve the training phase. In fact, the evolution of APE has tended to fol-
low that of MT, as they both benefitted from very similar technological  improve-
ments. Just like MT systems, APE was first based on rules and then adopted statistical
methods before utilising machine learning and neural  networks.  Since 2006, when
Llitjós and Carbonell [4] raised the issue of a lack of fully automatic solutions to PE,
APE has regained popularity with the first APE shared task at the WMT conference
series  [5].  These have been running regularly ever  since,  providing datasets and a
forum for discussing the latest  advances  in this field.  The first  round of the APE
shared task was not very successful, as no system could beat the baseline [6]. How-
ever, significant improvements were later achieved, when APE systems began to use
neural approaches [7]. Despite this, it is common for APE systems to produce over-
corrections and to fail to detect certain errors [5].

Moreover,  APE became even more challenging, as Neural  MT (NMT) provides
translations of a higher quality compared to previous MT systems, thus making auto-
matic correction a more complex task [5,8]. In fact, the usefulness of APE models
resides in the improvement margin observed in MT outputs [5].

Nevertheless, APE models still have clear advantages.  While it could be argued
that retraining an MT system would yield similar results in terms of corrections ap-
plied to the target  text,  this might not always be feasible,  in particular  because it
would require having access to the MT system parameters [6].

3 Human-Computer Interaction in MT & PE

Although APE might contribute to improving MT outputs, the target texts generated
in this way require proofreading by human experts. It could even be argued that work-
ing with an APE output necessitates more effort  than PE alone, as extra attention
should be paid to overcorrections and unspotted errors. This creates a significant dis-
crepancy between APE systems and the real needs of MT users. Moreover, profes-
sional post-editors benefit from translation technologies (e.g. CAT), but these are not
optimal for PE. TMs are valuable in assisting professionals and benefit from interac-
tion with the translator: they are populated with approved translations which can eas-
ily be reused, via either automatic propagation of fuzzy matches or a manual concord-
ance search. TMs are therefore constantly adapted to the style of the post-editor and to
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the register and terminology of the document being translated. When it comes to PE,
however, HCI is very limited, as corrections made by post-editors are not exploited.

Several interactive models have been introduced for MT, which use an interface to
collect and reuse corrections made by post-editors. Well-known Interactive MT (IMT)
models include Transtype [9], Transtype 2 [10], MIPRCV (Multimodal Interaction in
Pattern Recognition and Computer Vision) [11] and CASMACAT (Cognitive Ana-
lysis and Statistical Methods for Advanced Computer-Aided Translation) [12]. These
models  offer  a  form of  autocompletion in  which suffixes  are  suggested based on
translation prefixes validated by the post-editor, who might select to accept or modify
the  predictions.  More  recently,  several  studies  have  suggested  implementing  IMT
models based on NMT systems [13, 14, 15, 16]. This typically involves adapting the
search algorithm to make predictions which are constrained to a given prefix. IMT is
therefore a human-centred approach [17], as IMT models evolve based on interactions
with the translator. Despite this, certain studies comparing the PE effort in a tradi-
tional setting versus IMT yielded mixed results. For instance, in the paper by Under-
wood et al. [18], certain participants did not find the interactive setting helpful, while
others reported positive experiences. Alves et al. [19] found that IMT did not yield
improvements in efficiency (time and number of keystrokes) but could contribute to
reduce the cognitive effort (shorter fixation durations were observed using eye-track-
ing equipment in the case of IMT). Several explanations to these results can be put
forward, such as the lack of familiarity of the participants with such interfaces and the
time and effort required to engage with predictions which are constantly being up-
dated.

While HCI has been explored using glass-box approaches in IMT settings, several
studies have also introduced ‘interactive’ APE models. APE is a black-box approach,
as it does not require access to the MT system parameters but only to an MT output.
Augmenting such systems by adding an interactive component enables APE models
to learn from corrections during the PE process and to make informed correction pre-
dictions. Consequently, such models do not fall under the category of APE, as this
process would not be fully automatic. Instead, they would be Interactive PE (IPE) sys-
tems. The study by Knight and Chander [2] was the first to briefly formulate this
concept, which they called an ‘adaptive post-editor’. This suggestion is in line with
the findings of the user survey conducted by Lagoudaki [20],  which revealed that
translators found the concept of an adaptive PE system highly relevant.

With the objective to implement this theory, Simard and Foster [21] introduced
PEPr (Post-Edit Propagation), a model inspired by TMs which takes a phrase-based
MT output and uses an APE module based on an online method to learn from human
corrections on the fly. The assumption is that propagating corrections automatically
can be beneficial when the number of repetitions in a text is high. Building on this
model, Lagarda et al. [22] proposed an online APE system specifically designed to
improve domain adaptation.

More recently, Chatterjee et al. [23] emphasised the need for APE systems capable
of handling continuous streams of data to adapt to evolving settings and to the variety
of domains present in real-world translation workflows, and presented a statistical on-
line APE model designed to address this challenge. Building on [23], Negri et al. [24]
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developed an online APE system which can learn from simulated interaction with the
human post-editor. However,  these interactive APE models all simulate interaction
with the translator, which has several implications. The most salient limitation is that
corrections are constrained to the pre-existing references, which allows for one pos-
sible correction only. This is a rather unrealistic scenario, as translation is an open-
ended problem. Consequently, retrieving human input in an interactive environment
would provide a unique opportunity to improve the PE process.

4 Suggested Methodologies 

Two methodologies are proposed to address this issue. In both cases, the underlying
assumption is that batch training is not optimal for PE tasks. Most machine learning
algorithms behind MT and APE are trained offline, which impedes any form of inter-
action, as adding new attributes involves retraining the model from scratch. Online
learning, on the other hand, allows for handling continuous streams of data and updat-
ing the model parameters on the fly. This approach thus appears more appropriate for
implementing or simulating interactive PE settings. Furthermore, it should be noted
that the objective of the approaches presented here is not to improve APE but rather to
enhance the PE experience.

4.1 Fully Interactive PE Model

The first option is to design an IPE environment. As it seems very unlikely to produce
fully automatic translations, an IPE setting would enable a PE system to learn from
human corrections in real time. To the best of our knowledge, such a setting has not
yet been proposed in research, as HCI is typically simulated in APE (e.g. [21, 24]).
This approach would require implementing an interface to collect human corrections.
Such a system would be similar to an IMT model (e.g. CASMACAT), but it would
not require continuously updating the MT system parameters to make translation pre-
dictions. Instead, it would incrementally learn real-time PE actions to suggest correc-
tions.

Investigating the benefits  of such an interactive scenario would be insightful to
design more effective IPE environments. Several alternatives are conceivable for IPE,
as the translator can be shown either autocompletion suggestions which are updated
when new prefixes are entered (this would be similar to IMT) or an entire MT correc -
tion suggestion which can be accepted or edited.

Consequently, it appears relevant to study the number of edits necessary to make
the system responsive enough as well as to examine translators’ experiences. More
specifically,  comparing  different  settings,  such  as  a  single  correction  suggestion
versus a list of n-best suggestions, and other adjustments (e.g. the length of predic-
tions), as suggested in by Barrachina et al. [25], would be beneficial. Measuring the
effort (e.g. time and keystroke logging as in [26]) in each case would also help to for-
mulate IPE models which would suit user needs.  Nevertheless,  this would require
building a rather complex system, which might be difficult due to time and cost con-
straints.
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4.2 Online APE Model

The second option is to simulate human corrections by adopting an online learning
method using pre-existing post-edited texts (such as the datasets made available for
the WMT APE shared tasks). While this has been done in previous work, only Negri
et al. [24] have implemented this method on NMT outputs. This therefore leaves room
for further experiments. It  should be noted that Negri et al. worked with eSCAPE
(Synthetic Corpus for Automatic Post-Editing [27]), a synthetic corpus designed to
train APE systems. While eSCAPE is a valuable resource (it is freely available and
contains over 7 million triplets), the post-edited segments are artificial (they are pre-
existing translations). This is understandable due to the scarcity of training data for
APE. However, since the MT output and its corresponding ‘post-edited’ version are
likely to be very different (or at least more distant than in a real PE scenario), a sys -
tem created using this might be prone to overcorrections. Therefore, it seems relevant
to examine the performance of a similar system using training data in which the PE
side is comprised of corrections performed by human translators. As pointed out by
Ortiz-Martínez [28], further research on online APE would also benefit from corpora
containing documents with a high rate of repetitions, which could serve to examine
the performance of online APE models in technical translation.

5 Conclusion

This paper discussed how translation technologies could benefit from the creation of
more interactive PE environments. Two methods were proposed, both differing from
traditional batch training approaches. The first method consists of creating an interact-
ive environment for PE, and the second entails the use of already-available post-ed-
ited translations to simulate human interaction. In both cases, the systems would be
based on incremental learning and would learn from corrections in a continuous feed-
back loop, thus suggesting corrections based on the PE actions observed.
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